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Chen Lin was jealous. 
 
She was currently in a bad mood, so much so that the moment she saw Chen Hao walking toward her, 
she felt that he was being an eyesore. 
 
Usually, she would still be able to preserve a modest bit of decorum. However, she was so furious now 
that she started spouting ridicules at Chen Hao. 
 
In short, she spat quite a lot of nasty things about him in front of everyone. 
 
Her anger gradually subsided after everybody took turns persuading her to calm down. 
 
To be frank, all Chen Hao really wanted to do right then was to give her a huge slap across the face. 
 
He was fine with her continuous mockery, but now she even had the audacity to direct her rage at him! 
How dared she look down upon him with such contempt? 
 
“It’s ok, Chen Lin, you don’t have to waste your energy to yell at him. If he wants to eat, just let him be. 
You should be more aware of your attitude since you will have a secure job in the future as a teacher,” 
said Ding Hao with a smile at this moment. 
 
 
Chen Lin’s temper only dissipated completely after Ding Hao came over to persuade her. 
 
“Hmph! I really hate this person everytime I see him. You are definitely better than him, Ding Hao. You 
were quite poor in the past, but you are now a rich second generation heir due to the development 
project. You wouldn’t forget about your old friends after meeting new ones right? Especially me?” Chen 
Lin leaned in towards Ding Hao. 
 
“How could I ever forget? No matter what happens in the future, you will always be my best friend.” 
Ding Hao laughed heartily. 
 
His words upset Li Shihan who was sitting beside him. 
 
In fact, everyone here could tell that the atmosphere wasn’t right tonight. It seemed that Chen Lin and Li 
Shihan were trading barbs with each other. 
 
Both of them were pulling out all the stops in their fight over Ding Hao. 
 
Since Ding Hao’s family’s property was going to be developed soon, he would definitely get a few houses 
under his name no matter what. In the worst case scenario, he would still acquire approximately a few 
million and that would be enough for him to live out the rest of his life without any worries. 
 
No wonder the two pretty girls were fighting against each other. 
 
“Chen Hao, come here and take a seat. I have finished grilling the meat.” 
 
Su Ziyue sensibly pulled Chen Hao aside after seeing Chen Hao’s balled up fist and his rising temper. 



 
It was because of Su Ziyue’s persuasion that caused Chen Hao not to explode there and then. 
 
Hah! It’s fine that you look down upon me now. Just wait for the day that I announce my true identity. I 
wonder how your faces would look like then, Chen Lin and Li Shihan? 
 
Would they regret their actions today? He laughed bitterly. 
 
Chen Hao did not bother about them anymore and left with Su Ziyue to enjoy the scenery by the 
lakeside. 
 
Tonight, Ding Hao had arranged for everyone to stay in the village’s guesthouse. 
 
Chen Hao noticed that it was getting quite late. In addition to that, Su Ziyue looked as if she wanted to 
stay here for the night. She must have missed the times she spent with her foster parents. 
 
Chen Hao waited until Chen Lin and the rest of them entered their rooms before arranging for another 
two rooms, one for him and the other for Su Ziyue. 
 
In short, other than the incident with Chen Lin, Chen Hao found the day to be quite relaxing. 
 
He really hoped that the development of the mountains could be finished quickly so that he could live 
on top of the mountains. 
 
The night passed silently. 
 
Early the next morning, Chen Hao drove Su Ziyue down the hill since he did not want to bump into Chen 
Lin and the rest. As he was afraid that if he did, he would not be able to control his impulses to beat 
them up. 
 
When he arrived at a certain place, Chen Hao suddenly stepped on the brakes and stopped his car. 
 
Chen Hao smiled and said, “Why don’t I bring you to a Michelin-starred restaurant for a meal since there 
is still some time before my class and your next work shift?” 
 
Chen Hao pointed to a Michelin-Starred restaurant just by the roadside. 
 
“Huh? Chen Hao, I heard my colleagues saying that a Michelin-starred restaurant is a very expensive 
place to dine in. Only rich people like you can afford to enter. I am not going in.” Su Ziyue lowered her 
head and shook it vigorously. 
 
Chen Hao smiled. “Don’t worry, you can even eat there everyday if you want to.” 
 
Ever since he became wealthy, Chen Hao spoke with a firmer tone compared to before. 
 
Besides, he was speaking the truth! Although a Michelin-starred restaurant was expensive, he could eat 
there everyday if he wanted to. 
 
Since Su Ziyue kept refusing his suggestion, Chen Hao decided to reserve a good seat online instead. 
 
In the end, Chen Hao still brought Su Ziyue to the Michelin-starred restaurant. 



 
“Good morning, sir. May I know how many people would be joining you?” 
 
After they entered, a waitress came over with a smile. 
 
“A table for two please. I have already made reservations,” said Chen Hao casually. 
 
The waitress frowned because no matter how she looked at it, these two people did not look like they 
could afford to eat in a Michelin-starred restaurant. 
 
However, due to her professionalism, she only nodded her head politely. 
 
Just when she wanted to ask Chen Hao which seat he had reserved, a couple came over. 
 
The girl was obviously stunned the moment she saw Chen Hao. “Chen Hao, is that really you? Did you 
actually come to a Michelin-starred restaurant?” 
 
“Huh? Wang Xiaoti?” 
 
Chen Hao was also surprised to see the beautifully dressed Wang Xiaoti in a tight fitted black dress. 
 
Chen Hao vaguely recalled that during Han Siyu’s celebration party, this crazy woman actually splashed a 
glass of water on his face for touching her mobile phone. 
 
He was so mad at that time that he wanted to take his revenge on her. However, this crazy woman ran 
away so swiftly that the moment he came out, she was nowhere to be seen. 
 
Chen Hao was seething with hatred these past few days. 
 
No one expected that they would actually bump into each other in the Michelin-starred restaurant so 
early in the morning. 
 
“Hmph, how dare a person like you call me by my stage name?! It’s so unexpected that a loser like you 
would actually come to a place like this. Oh my, you even found yourself a girlfriend.” 
 
Wang Lina said with contempt when she saw the girl next to Chen Hao. 
 
“Lina, do you know these two people?” 
 
The tall handsome guy who was standing beside Wang Lina was looking at them coldly at this moment. 
 
“Of course I know them. This is the poor loser from Han Siyu’s class. Young Master Lee, didn’t you say 
that a Michelin-starred restaurant was the most expensive restaurant in Jin Ling? Then, how could these 
two people enter here? Just look at their appearances.” Wang Xiaoti grabbed and shook his forearm 
impatiently. 
 
Initially, she was eating away happily in the Michelin-starred restaurant as this was a very classy place to 
be in. 
 
Women were indeed vain creatures. 
 



Especially since the both of them had the window seat where they could be seen by passers-by on the 
streets. 
 
Wang Xiaoti would feel thrills whenever they’d throw them a look of admiration. 
 
By the way, speaking of Young Master Lee, he deserved a brief introduction. 
 
Young Master Lee was a student of Jiang Nan College and a second generation heir as well. He fell in 
love with Wang Xiaoti through her live streaming and gave her 20,000 that night itself, and now Wang 
Xiaoti considered him as her brother and potential love interest. 
 
They were initially happily enjoying their meal. 
 
However, after a trip to the washroom, they unexpectedly bumped into this loser. 
 
How shameful was that?! 
 
“Haha, don’t be impatient, Xiaoti. As you mentioned just now, they most likely came here to work. I 
mean, how would they even afford a meal here?” Young Master Lee quickly consoled her. 
 
“Hmph, I don’t care. Anyway, I do not wish to see this person here anymore. How disgusting it is to meet 
a person like that so early in the morning. You better tell your manager later that they should hire 
someone classier even if it was just their service crews. If not, rich people like us will not come here to 
have meals anymore.” 
 
Wang Xiaoti acted coquettishly in front of Young Master Lee while telling off the waitress standing 
beside Chen Hao in a cold manner. 
 
“Huh? Miss Wang, they are not part of our service crews. I think they are here as our customers.” 
 
The waitress was trying to butter up Wang Xiaoti and Young Master Lee at this point. This was because 
she looked down upon Chen Hao from the very beginning, hence she was not careful with her manner of 
speaking. 
 
“I’ll be damned. He’s not a waiter?” Wang Xiaoti was stunned. 
 
Chen Hao had enough of it. 
 
At this moment, he glared coldly at the waitress and said, “Are you done speaking? Where is the seat I 
reserved? Bring me there now! I came here specifically today to taste the food served here!”�������� 


